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Abstrat
We present an appliation of error theory using Dirihlet Forms in linear partial dierential
equations (LPDE). We study the transmission of an unertainty on the terminal ondition to
the solution of the LPDE thanks to the deomposition of the solution on a wavelets basis.
We analyze the basi properties and a partiular lass of LPDE where the wavelets bases
show their powerful, the ombination of error theory and wavelets basis justies some hypothe-
ses, helpful to simplify the omputation.
1 Introdution
The study of the sensibility of the solution of a Partial Dierential Equation to a small perturbation
of the starting ondition is a key problem in applied mathematis. The lassial approah is to
dene a basis of perturbation funtions and to evaluate the variation of the PDE's solution alongs
eah "diretion"; this method is known as Gateaux derivative of the solution. But this approah
assumes that the perturbation of the starting ondition is deterministi, on the other hand the
starting ondition is often estimated by means of some measurements, i.e., with mathematial
language, make a statisti; therefore the result of this estimation is a random variable, with a few
known moments
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Generally we know the mean, the variane and, maybe, the skewness and the kurtosis.
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The probabilisti nature of the unertainty on eah estimation pushes us to give up the Gateaux
derivative approah; we follow the methodology suggested by Bouleau, see [3℄, this idea yields a
representation of small perturbation oherent with the trunated expansion of the perturbated
solution by a small random variable. If the estimation of starting onditions is good the related
unertainty is very small, we may neglet order higher than the seond, that is we hoose to
work with Gaussian distributions. The error theory using Dirihlet forms has two operators, one
desribes the variane, alled arré du hamp, other one the bias, alled the generator of the
semigroup.
The analysis of the unertainty transfer of the terminal funtion into the PDE's solution requires
to speify a representation basis, we hoose to work with a wavelet basis and we prove some useful
properties in this ase.
Summarizing, we propose a new approah to study the impat of unertainty on the solution
of a Linear Partial Dierential Equation due to an random impreision on the starting ondition;
this method permits, rst of all, the study of variane of the LPDE solution, i.e. his sensitivity;
seondly we an estimate a ovariane between the LPDE solution at two dierent points of time-
spae domain.
The paper is organized as follows: In setion 2, we present the error theory using Dirihlet Forms
and we model, mathematially, the unertainty on the starting ondition. Setion 3 is a survey of
wavelets theory. In setion 4 we study the solution of a LPDE using wavelet's deomposition and
we present some partiular ases where the wavelet's properties play a ruial role. In setion 5
we desribe the evolution equation for the operators of error theory in the LPDE ase. Setion 6
is dediated to an introdution to possible appliations in nane. The results are summarized in
setion 7.
2 Error theory using Dirihlet forms
To make the paper self-ontained, we reall the prinipal ideas of error theory using Dirihlet forms,
for referene see Bouleau [3℄.
The rst studies of error propagation, owing to Legendre, Laplae and Gauss, date bak at the
beginning of the 19th entury, show the probabilisti nature of errors. But the lassial approah
in the study of sensibility is to evaluate the derivative in the sense of Gateaux with respet to the
erroneous parameters. Clearly this approah is oherent if the nature of inertitude is determinist
(i.e. the good value exist) and it is inoherent with a probabilisti nature.
The error theory using Dirihlet forms permits to study the sensibility with respet to a pa-
2
rameter, haraterized by a random unertainty.
In order to introdue this theory, we analyze a partiular ase, we start with a parameter σ0
and we want evaluate F (σ0), where F is a nonlinear regular funtion. If the quantity σ0 has a small
entered error, we an model this parameter with a random variable σ = σ0 + ǫA[σ] +
√
ǫγ[σ]Y ,
where ǫ is a small onstant that denes the order of magnitude of the perturbation, A[σ] represents
the renormalized bias of the random variable with respet to the parameter value σ0, γ[σ] the
variane and Y is a Gaussian standard random variable.
If we study the bias and the variane of F (σ), use of Taylor's formula show
 E[F (σ) − F (σ0)] = ǫ F
′(σ0)A[σ] +
1
2 ǫ F
′′(σ0) γ[σ] + o(ǫ)
E[{F (σ)− F (σ0)}2] = ǫ [F ′(σ0)]2 γ[σ] + o(ǫ)
We emphasize the following remark.
Remark 1 The ruial dierene between the deterministi approah and the probability one is in
the bias term that depends on the variane of the random variable σ if the funtion F is nonlinear;
therefore this eet is said stohasti.
The original idea of error theory using Dirihlet Forms is to stop the Taylor expansion at the
rst order in ǫ and to forget the higher orders; and after searh for a theory with two operators
with the following hain rule:
 A[F (σ)] = F
′(σ)A[σ] + 12 F ′′(σ) Γ[σ]
Γ[F (σ)] = [F ′(σ)]
2
Γ[σ]
(1)
where Γ plays the role of a variane-ovariane operator and A a bias operator.
This theory exists and is the theory of semi-group, the operator A is the generator of the
semi-group and the operator Γ is the arré du hamp assoiated with the Dirihlet Form of the
semi-group, see Albeverio [1℄ for a general introdution.
We begin the introdution of error theory using Dirihlet Forms with the main denition.
Denition 1 (Error Struture) An error struture is a term (Ω, F , P, D, Γ) where:
1. (Ω, F , P) is a probability spae;
2. D is a dense sub-vetor spae of L2 (Ω, F , P);
3. Γ is a positive symmetri bilinear appliation form D × D into L1 (Ω, F , P), suh that if F
and G are two funtions belonging C1 and Lipshitzian lass, u and v ∈ D, then we have
F (u) and G(v) ∈ D and
3
Γ[F (u), G(v)] = F ′(u)G′(v)Γ[u, v] P a.s;
4. The spae D equipped with the norm ||u||D = (||u||L2 + E [Γ[u, u]]) is omplete.
When the two arguments of gamma operator are the same, we an simplify the notation Γ[u] ≡
Γ[u, u].
The knowledge of the arré du hamp Γ and the probability P permits to assoiate a unique
strongly ontinuous ontration semi-group (Pt)t≥0 thanks to Hille Yosida theorem (see Albeverio
pages 20-26). This semi-group has a generator (A) dened on a domain DA subspae of D and it
is a self-adjoint operator that satises the hain rule (1) when F ∈ C2, σ ∈ DA and γ[σ] ∈ L2(P)
The operator Γ is bilinear, like the variane-ovariane one, that makes omputations awkward
to perform. It is possible to surmount this diulty by means of a new operator, the sharp, whih,
in some sense, is a square root version of Γ, see Bouleau [3℄ page78-80.
Denition 2 (Sharp operator) Let (Ω, F , P, D, Γ) be and error struture and
(
Ω̂, F̂ , P̂
)
be a
opy of the probability spae. If the spae D is separable, there exist an operator sharp, denoted
()#, with these three properties:
1. ∀u ∈ D, u# ∈ L2(P× P̂);
2. ∀u ∈ D, Γ[u, u] = EbP
[(
u#
)2]
;
3. ∀u ∈ D and F ∈ C1, (F (u))# = F ′(u)u#.
We illustrate the denition of error struture and related topis by means of an example.
Example 1 (real spae) The simplest struture on the real spae is the Orstein-Uhlenbek stru-
ture:
(Ω, F , P, D, Γ) =
(
R, B(R), µ,H1(µ),Γ[u, u] = {u′}2
)
where B(R) is the Borel σ-eld of R, µ is a gaussian measure and H1(µ) is the rst Sobolev spae
with respet to the measure µ, i.e. u ∈ H1(µ) if u ∈ L2(µ) and u′ in the distribution sense belongs
to L2(µ).
The assoiate generator has the following domain:
DA = {u ∈ L2(µ) : u′′ − x f ′ in the distribution sense belongs to L2(µ)}
and the generator operator is
4
A[u] = 1
2
u′′ − 1
2
I · u′
where I is the identity map on R
The assoiate sharp operator is
(u)#(x, y) = u′(x)G(y)
where G is a xed funtion suh that
∫
R
G2(y) dµ(y) = 1
2.1 Error struture on funtional spaes
The idea of error struture also an be used when the probability spae Ω has innite dimension,
in this ase some onstraints must be veried see Bouleau [3℄ pages 59-64. In partiular, afterwards
in this paper, we need to dene an error struture on the spae of funtions L2.
Let Ω be a spae of funtions, we assume that it exists a basis (perhaps numerable) {ψi}i∈N of
this spae; therefore if f ∈ Ω then
f(x) =
∞∑
i=0
aiψi(x)
The simplest way in order to dene an error struture on the spae Ω is to randomize the
oeients ai, to dene an error struture on eah subspae generated by eah element of the
basis and take the produt struture as the error struture on the funtional spae Ω. Bouleau
has proved that an innite produt of error strutures is still one, under some onstraints on the
Γ operator, see [3℄ page 62.
An easy way to fore the wellness of the produt of error strutures is to trunate the previous
sum, see Bouleau [3℄ page 84 for a pratial example.
On eah fator we have the hoie on the struture of gamma operator; a rst idea is to suppose
that the unertainties on two dierent fators are unorrelated:
Hypothesis 1 (independene) The operator Γ veries:
Γ[am, an] = 0 when m 6= n (2)
This hypothesis simplies the ourse of the analysis of unertainty diusion, we emphasize the
nature of this hypothesis in the following remark.
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Remark 2 It is lear, rst, that the hypothesis of unorrelation must be have an external jus-
tiation, the error theory using Dirihlet forms annot fore a partiular struture on the error
orrelation. Seondly, the hoie of the basis is ruial, sine, if we start from an error struture,
assoiated at a basis, that veries the hypothesis (1), and we hange the basis, the image error
struture through the new basis presents some orrelations exept in exeption irumstanes.
Therefore, it is lever to hoie a basis with some features in order to use these properties to
justify the hypothesis of unorrelation.
Lastly we have to speify the hoie about the operator Γ on eah subspae generated by eah
element of the basis; many options are possible but we prefer the following
Hypothesis 2 (proportionality) The operator Γ veries:
Γ[an, an] = γ(n) a
2
n (3)
The advantage of this hypothesis is to yield a onstant proportional error, i.e. eah fator on
the basis deomposition ontributes towards the unertainty proportionally to their ontribution
at the deomposition of the funtion; therefore, if a funtion as not projetion on a subspae, the
same subspae do not ontribute to the unertainty. The funtion γ(n) permits to leave some
freedom at the lass of error struture.
Considering the fat that we have an independent error struture on eah subspae generated
by the basis deomposition, thus the Mokobodzki hypothesis is veried, the error struture admits
a sharp operator, see Bouleau [3℄ pages 78-82, and it veries the properties:
a#n =
√
γ(n)anân
Ê
[
â2n
]
= 1
(4)
3 Wavelets theory
In this setion we give a short presentation of the theory of wavelets, in order to preserve the
self-ontained of this paper, this introdution follows Hardle et al. [10℄ and Mallat [12℄. We x
a funtion, alled father wavelet, φ ∈ L2(R), suh that the family {φ0, k = φ(· − k), k ∈ Z} is an
orthonormal system
2
.
We dene the linear spae (sub-spae of L2)
V0 =
{
f(·)
∣∣∣∣∣ f(·) =
∞∑
k=−∞
ckφ0, k(·)
}
.
2
The easy way is to onsider a ompatly supported φ.
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From this original spae we an dene a hain of sub-spaes {Vi}i∈Z by the relation
f(·) ∈ Vi i f(2·) ∈ Vi−1
these spaes are alled generated by the funtion φ. Mallat and Meyer introdue the onept
of multiresolution analysis in the years 1988-1990
Denition 3 (MRA) A hain of sub-spaes {Vi}i∈Z, generated by a funtion φ is alled a
Multiresolution Analysis [MRA℄ if the two following onditions are held:
• Vi ⊂ Vi+1 for all i and
• ⋃i Vi is dense in L2
In this ase the funtion φ is alled the father Wavelet.
To dene an orthogonal basis of the L2 spae we must dene a sequene of orthogonal spaes,
sine the hain {Vi} is dereasing sequene. Dene Wi the orthogonal omplement of Vi into Vi−1,
for all i; we nd that Vi = V0 ⊕
⊕i
j=1Wj and, thanks to the seond property of MRA, we have:
V0 ⊕
∞⊕
j=1
Wj is dense in L
2
We an x an orthonormal basis {ψi k}k∈Z in eah spae Wi, Mallat and Meyer show that we
an x ψi, k(·) =
√
2−jψ(2−j · −k) where ψ(·) is a funtion depending of φ(·), see Mallat [12℄, page
233 for the expliit relation; the funtion ψ(·) is alled the mother Wavelet.
We onlude that the original funtion f(x) has a unique representation in term of the following
series:
f(x) =
∑
k
αkφ0, k(x) +
∑
i
∑
k
βi, kψi, k(x)
3.1 Daubehies wavelets
The onstrution of the wavelet basis depends on the hoie of the father wavelet; this hoie is
not onstrained, many options are possible, in this setion we present a partiular lass of wavelets
alled Daubehies Wavelets, see Daubehies [5℄.
The rst historial wavelet is the Haar's basis, its father wavelet is φ(x) = 1[0, 1]; this basis
has some advantage, in partiular the boundary support and the quik omputation; unlukily the
Haar mother wavelet is disontinuous, therefore this basis misapproximates all ontinuous funtion,
this roughly approximation indues that the oeients βi, k do not derease fast with the resaling
index i.
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Another possibility is the Riesz's lass, but the hoie of the Riesz's bases approah ause
unompatly supported father and mother wavelets, see [10℄ hapter 6, and it is lear that a
funtion with ompat support is easy to treated numerially.
Atually the simpler known lass of wavelets with ontinuous and ompatly supported father
and mother wavelets is the Daubehies' wavelets, see [10℄ hapter 7 or [12℄ pages 246-251.
The denition of Daubehies' father wavelet starts from its Laplae transform.
φ̂(ω) =
∞∏
j=0
m0(2
−jω)
where m0 is a 2π-periodi funtion, that must verify some onstraints, see [10℄ hapter 5 and 6 or
[12℄ pages 222-231; in partiular an usual hoie for m0 is a trigonometri polynomial:
m0(ω) =
∑
k
hke
−i k ω
The Daubehies' basis of order p must verify that the funtion m0(ω) has a zero of order p for
ω = π; we onlude with the equation of the Fourier transform of mother wavelet:
ψ̂(ω) =
1√
2
m0 (2−1ω + π) e
−i ω
2 φ̂
(ω
2
)
the prinipal advantages of these bases are:
• regularity: the Daubehies' father and mother wavelets are uniformally γ-Liphitz where the
parameter γ grow with the order p, in partiular if p is grater than three the wavelets are
dierentiable, see Daubehies et al. [7℄.
• ompat support: the support of Daubehies' father and mother wavelets are length 2p− 1.
In onlusion we have a representation of the funtion f(x) via a Daubehies' deomposition
on wavelets:
f(x) =
∑
k
αkφ
D
0, k(x) +
∑
i
∑
k
βi, kψ
D
i, k(x) (5)
4 Linear partial dierential equation
In this setion we want study the interation between wavelets and linear partial dierential equa-
tions with a terminal ondition f(x). In the previous paragraph we have deomposed the funtion
f(x) into a Daubehies' wavelets basis; now we study the evolution of this deomposition through
a linear partial dierential equation and we fous on the properties of this evolution.
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We onsider a Linear Partial Dierential Equation

∂Q
∂t
(t, x) +
σ2(x, t)
2
∂2Q
∂x2
(t, x) + µ(x, t)
∂Q
∂x
= 0
Q(T, x) = f(x)
(6)
The Feynman-Ka formula tells us that the solution of LPDE (6) is
Q(t, x) = E [f(XT )|Xt = x] (7)
where the Ito proess Xt veries the following SDE
dXt = µ(t, Xt) dt+ σ(t, Xt) dWt (8)
With Wt is a Brownian motion.
Sine the linearity of the PDE (6), the terminal ondition and the solution admits a deom-
position on basis, in partiular a wavelets basis. Then, if the terminal ondition is written as
following
f(x) =
∑
k
αkφ
D
0, k(x) +
∑
i
∑
k
βi, kψ
D
i, k(x)
we an study the evolution of eah fator and prove that the solution has a similar deomposition.
Notation 1 In order to simplify the notation we shift the time oordinate in suh a way that we
bring the nal time T at zero. Clearly eah time t smaller than T beame negative and the terminal
ondition beame Q(0, x) = f(x).
4.1 Diusionlets
In this subsetion we analyze a partiular ase in whih the wavelets properties have a key role;
a basilar study has been done by Shen and Strang, see [15℄, when the PDE is the heat equation
Ut(t, x) = c△U(t, x).
Shen and Strang introdue the notation of mother and father heatlets (given a hoie of wavelets
basis), these are the heat evolution of the mother and father wavelets.
In a similar way, if we onsider a LPDE and a wavelets basis, we an dene an objet alled
Diusionlet:
Denition 4 (Diusionlets) The solution of a LPDE with a wavelet as terminal ondition is
alled diusionlet.
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The diusionlets assoiated at a LPDE are denoted:
ΦD0, k(t, x) = E
[
φD0, k(X0)|Xt = x
]
ΨDi, k(t, x) = E
[
ψDi, k(X0)|Xt = x
] (9)
we an make some remarks:
Remark 3 In Daubehies' ase, the father and mother wavelets are ompatly supported and
bounded, therefore the variane of the solutions ΦD and ΨD are, generally, smaller than the vari-
ane of the solution Q(t, x)
Remark 4 The Daubehies' mother wavelet ψD(x) and its resaling funtions ψDi, k(x) have p
vanishing moments (where p is the order of Daubehies's wavelet), so the assoiate diusions depend
mainly on the assymmetries and we an suppose that the ontributions of high order wavelets vanish
very quikly with the time.
Remark 5 The study of the solution of the LPDE (9) requires to solve the same LPDE with eah
wavelet basis as terminal value.
The least remark underline the main problem with this approah, we have earned a high pre-
ision on the estimation of the solution but the prie to pay is that we need to solve many times
the same problem in order to have a good estimation. But we introdue a lass of LPDE where
this diulty has an easy answer.
We onsider a speial ase of the previous LPDE, we x the funtion µ(t, x) = rx and the
funtion σ(t, x) to be a power of the variable x.
The LPDE beomes

∂Q
∂t
(t, x) +
σ2 x2λ
2
∂2Q
∂x2
(t, x) + r x
∂Q
∂x
= 0
Q(0, x) = f(x)
(10)
and the assoiate diusion is
dXt = r Xt dt+ σX
λ
t dWt (11)
A hange of numeraire proves that the good solution of LPDE (10) an be write as Q(t, x) =
Q˜(t, x)e−r t where Q˜(t, x) veries the following LPDE
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
∂Q˜
∂t
(t, x) +
σ2 x2λ
2
∂2Q˜
∂x2
(t, x) = 0
Q˜(0, x) = f(x)
(12)
Remark 6 (Self-similarity) This equation presents a resaling invariane: if Q˜(t, x) is a solu-
tion of LPDE (12) with terminal value g(x), then also Q˜(α2−2λ t, α x) is a solution of LPDE with
terminal value g(αx).
We an prove some properties and theorems of the wavelets diusion through a LPDE of type
(10), eah results is a generalization of an equivalent theorem on heatlets deomposition, see Shen
and Strang [15℄, the ruial hypothesis used in all theorems is the linearity of PDE.
Proposition 1 (Renement) Let φ(x) and ψ(x) be, respetively, the father and mother wavelets
of a wavelets basis. Suppose that the LPDE (12) has a unique solution for eah terminal fun-
tion f(x); let ΦD(t, x) and ΨD(t, x) be the solutions of the LPDE (12) with terminal onditions,
respetively, the father and the mother wavelets. If
φ(x) = 2
∑
n∈Z
hn φ(2x− n)
ψ(x) = 2
∑
n∈Z
gn φ(2x− n)
(13)
with ∑
n∈Z
(h2n + g
2
n) <∞
Then
ΦD(t, x) = 2
∑
n∈Z
hnΦ
D
(
(2(2−2λ) t, 2x− n
)
ΨD(t, x) = 2
∑
n∈Z
gnΦ
D
(
2(2−2λ) t, 2x− n
) (14)
Proof: It is easy to hek that ΦD(2(2−2λ)t, 2x−n) is the solution of LPDE (12) with terminal
value φ(2x − n), see remark 6. Then the evolution of the funtions φ(x) and ψ(x) given the left-
hand sides of equations (14) and the deomposition of the same funtions, thanks to relations (13)
given the right-hand sides; by uniqueness the two solutions must be equal.

Theorem 1 (Diusionlets deomposition) Suppose that f(x) belongs to L2 and then f(x) ad-
mits a deomposition of type (5) and suppose that LPDE (12) admits a unique solution when the
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terminal ondition is Q˜(0, x) = f(x) then the solution of LPDE (12) with terminal value f(x) is
given by
Q˜(t, x) =
∑
k
αk Φ
D(t, x− k) +
∑
i
∑
k
βi, k Ψ
D
(
2(2−2λ)i t, 2j x− k
)
(15)
Proof: Sine f(x) ∈ L2(R) and
{
φDk ψ
D
i, k(x)
}
is an orthonormal basis of L2(R), the wavelets
expansion of f(x) onverges to f(x) in L2-norm.
It is easy to hek that ΨD
(
2(2−2λ)i t, 2j x− k
)
is the evolution of ψDi, k(x) and Φ
D(t, x− k) is
the evolution of φD0, k(x), see remark 6.
By uniqueness of the solution the diusion of the wavelets expansion of terminal ondition f(x)
onverges to the diusion of f(x) in L2-norm

Remark 7 (Diusionlets Advantages) The key advantage of the diusionlets is the indepen-
dene of the initial state. Therefore we an store the solution of the LPDE (12) with the father
wavelet as terminal ondition, this solution an be estimate with an high degree of preision due to
the ompatly supported and bounded father wavelet in Daubehies ase.
The solution of the LPDE (12) with terminal value f(x) an be evaluate using this strategy:
1. study the deomposition oeients of the funtion f(x) into the wavelets basis, using FWT
(fast wavelet transform) as an example, see Mallat [13℄;
2. reonstrut the solution with f(x) as terminal ondition using the store solution for the father
wavelet, the oeients estimated and the result of theorem 1.
The seond, ruial, advantage is the fat that Daubehies wavelets of order p have p vanishing
moments, this fat, ombined with the smoothing property of paraboli partial dierential equation
(property true for LPDE (12) far from x = 0) fore a fast onvergene of the mother wavelet to 0
with time t; this eet is magnied by the saling eet when λ < 1, see equation (15).
Remark 8 (Diusionlets disadvantage) Due to the linearity of the LPDE (12), diusionlets
are not ompatly supported when t 6= 0. This fat fore the neessity to estimate an "essential
support" for the diusion of father and mother wavelets, i.e. the region where the norm of father
and mother diusionlets are bigger than a referene level ǫ, related to the asked sensibility of the
searhed solution.
This "essential support" given a length, depending on time t, useful to determine the number
of deomposition elements for eah saling level, i.e. the number of k that it is neessary onsider
for a well-estimation of the solution before hanging the oeient i.
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The smoothing eet, emphasized between the advantages, permits to dene an order I(ǫ)
beyond whih the remainder is smaller than ǫ
The approximated solution beomes:
Q˜(t, x) ≃
K0(ǫ)∑
k=−K0(ǫ)
αk Φ
D(t, x− k) +
I(ǫ)∑
i=0
Ki(ǫ)∑
k=−Ki(ǫ)
βi, k Ψ
D
(
2(2−2λ)i t, 2i x− k
)
(16)
We onlude with a negative remarque on the diusionlets basis:
Remark 9 (non-orthogonality of diusionlets basis) The lass of funtions generated by the
diusion of a wavelets basis is a basis of the L2-subspae haraterized by the diusion itself3, i.e.,
for eah time s, the smaller subspae of L2 that ontains the funtions that an be a solution of the
LPDE at time s with a terminal value belongs to L2.
However, the basis
{
ΦDk (t, x), Ψ
D
i, k(t, x)
}
i, k
, where ΦDk (t, x) = Φ
D(t, x− k) and ΨDi, k(t, x) =
ΨD
(
2(2−2λ)i t, 2i x− k
)
, is not, generally, orthogonal, espeially owing to the saling fator in
time.
5 Sensibility of LPDE solution
In this setion we suppose that the terminal ondition f(x) of a LPDE are erroneous and we study
the diusion of this unertainty. The starting point is to dene an error struture on a funtional
spae, see subsetion 2.1. We use the deomposition of f(x) into a wavelets basis, see equation (5);
and we set the oeients αk and βi, k to be random.
We dene an error struture on eah subspae, generated by eah element of the wavelets basis,
in aord with hypotheses 1 and 2, we an assume that the error strutures on eah subspae
are independent and the unertainty is proportional to the estimate parameter, i.e. αk or βi, k
depending on the ases. Now we an study the variane aused by the unertainty on the terminal
value.
5.1 unertainty on the solution
We an prove three results:
Proposition 2 (Variane of terminal ondition) The terminal ondition f(x) has the follow-
ing variane:
3
The proof of this fat is very simple, we must hek only the independene of eah vetor of the basis, that
follows on the uniqueness of the solution.
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Γ [f(x)] =
∑
k
γ(k)α2k
[
φD0, k(x)
]2
+
∑
i
∑
k
γ(i, k)β2i, k
[
ψDi, k(x)
]2
(17)
Proof: We start with the omputation of the sharp of the funtion f(x), the denition of the
sharp operator (2) and the hosen struture (4) give the following relation:
f(x)# =
∑
k
α
#
k φ
D
0, k(x) +
∑
i
∑
k
β
#
i, k ψ
D
i, k(x)
=
∑
k
√
γ(k)αk α̂k φ
D
0, k(x) +
∑
i
∑
k
√
γ(i, k)βi, k β̂i, k ψ
D
i, k(x)
(18)
Now the seond property of operator sharp (see denition 2) gives the result (17).
The previous theorem as an equivalent for the solution of LPDE.

Theorem 2 (Variane of LPDE solution) The solution of LPDE has the following variane:
Γ
[
Q˜(t, x)
]
=
∑
k
γ(k)α2k
[
ΦD0, k(t, x)
]2
+
∑
i
∑
k
γ(i, k)β2i, k
[
ΨDi, k(t, x)
]2
(19)
The proof is similar to the previous theorem, we start with the sharp deomposition:
Q˜#(t, x) =
∑
k
α
#
k Φ
D
0, k(t, x) +
∑
i
∑
k
β
#
i, k Ψ
D
i, k(t, x)
=
∑
k
√
γ(k)αk α̂k Φ
D
0, k(t, x) +
∑
i
∑
k
√
γ(i, k)βi, k β̂i, k Ψ
D
i, k(t, x)
(20)
Now the seond property of operator sharp, see denition (2), gives the result (19).

Remark 10 This unertainty is easy to estimate due to the fat that of diusionlets are universal,
in the sense that they are independent of the initial state, see remark 7.
Theorem 3 (Covariane of LPDE solution) The solution of LPDE has the following ovari-
ane:
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Γ
[
Q˜(t, x), Q˜(s, y)
]
=
∑
k
γ(k)α2k Φ
D
0, k(t, x) Φ
D
0, k(s, y)
+
∑
i
∑
k
γ(i, k)β2i, kΨ
D
i, k(t, x) Ψ
D
i, k(s, y)
(21)
The proof is equal to the previous theorem.

6 Appliations in Finane
In the domain of mathematial nane, the Partial Dierential Equations have a key role. Exepted
few ases, the equations in a nanial model do not have a losed form solution, therefore a
numerial approah is mandatory. The Feynman-Ka formula gives us a bridge between the PDE
and SDE, hene it is possible to hoose the numerial method, PDE or Monte-Carlo, depending
on the time-eieny; generally PDE approah is used in the ase of a low number of variables.
A rst appliation is the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross stohasti dierential equation, see [4℄:
dXt = b (a−Xt) dt+ σ
√
XtdWt
when the mean a is zero; the assoiate PDE is
∂U
∂t
(t, x) − b x ∂U
∂x
+ σ2 x
∂2U
∂x2
This ase has a relative interest, sine an exat haraterization of the solution exists, see
Lamberton and Lapeyre [11℄ or Shreve [16℄. The prinipal advantage onsists on the possibility to
test the wavelets proedure.
A seond, more relevant, appliation is a simplied SABR model; Hagan et al, see [9℄, emphasize
the inoherene of the dynami behavior of log-normal model, the well-known Blak Sholes model,
ompared to the behavior observed in the marketplae. In order to eliminate this problem, Hagan
an Woodward, see [8℄, propose a loal volatility model in whih the forward value satises
dFt = σt F
λ
t dWt
where λ is a xed parameter, that takes values between 0 and 1, estimated on the market. This
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model is the starting point for the SABR model, the SDE is of type (8); therefore the proedure
desribed in this artile an optimize the proedure of option priing.
Hagan et al, see [9℄, emphasize an other relevant aspet, atually market smiles are managed
using Dupire's loal volatility models, but a loal volatility funtion dierent to a power
4
introdue
an intrinsi "length sale" for the forward prie, this inhomogeneous has an hard nanial expla-
nation. Therefore the model proposed by Hagan and Woodward has the prinipal problems of all
loal volatility model, i.e. a poor equivalent volatility for basket options and an unsmiled forward
volatility, we propose to solve these inonvenienes using the same strategy proposed by Sotti,
see [14℄, that is onsider a perturbation on the volatility parameter σt and handle this unertainty
through an error struture; this study will be investigate in a following paper.
7 Conlusion
In this paper we have investigate the relations between three objets, i.e. the linear partial dier-
ential equations, the error theory using Dirihlet forms and the wavelets.
These three objets have a dierent origin and an appliation elds separate to date; this artile
shows as apitalize the advantages of wavelets bases in order to solve a LPDE and as exploit the
wavelets as a deomposition basis to study the sensibility of the LPDE.
In a partiular ase, when the LPDE has the following form:
Ut = σ
2 x2 λUxx
We have proof that the properties of wavelets are partly preserved, espeially the invariane
under a saling and a translation; these properties permit a fast proessing of the general solution
of this type of PDE. The onsider LPDE is the new key element of the non-lognormal nanial
models, studded by Hagan et al, see [8℄ and [9℄.
The prinipal new feature is the study of the sensibility of the PDE solution using error theory
by means Dirihlet forms, introdued by Bouleau, see [3℄, this methodology has our permitted
an evaluation of the sensibility of the solution w.r.t. an unertainty on the terminal value, this
inauray on the payo an model an impreision on the nal spot value, due to the spread bid-ask
as an example.
This paper is just a starting point for the study of inauray on terminal value and non-
lognormal models, in following papers will be evaluated the impats of an unertainty on the
volatility parameter σ and on the implied urve of volatility.
4
In the ase of a power the loal volatility model is redued at a simplied SABR model.
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